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ABSTRACT 

Performance modeling and evaluation for hierarchi- , 
cally organized multiprocessor computer systems 
has to take into consideration the particulars 
of the hardware structure, the operating mode, 
and the structure of the application programs,as 
well. This is possible by a new class of queuing 
systems. 

We briefly discuss the mode ling technique and 
attack the problem of generally distributed pro
cessing times. For this we compare various solu
tion techniques and show that the socalled piece
wise solution is very attractive with regard to 
approximating measured data and numerical evalua
tion, as well. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Multiprocessor computer systems with two or three 
processing units have been built since many years. 
'Due to inexpensive hardware-components and mini
and microcomputers there is an increasing inte
rest in building systems with some ten or even 
hundreds of processors [1-3J. 

Rather than running independent tasks on diffe
rent processors one also tries to take advantage 
of the parallelism inherent in many problems, 
i.e. application programs are decomposed into 
sets of parallel cooperating subtasks and pro
cessed in parallel, when possible. So we may in
crease not only the throughput of a system: run
times (and therefore response-times) for indivi
dual application programs may be reduced signi
ficantly, too. Then, however, difficult coordi
nation problems (synchronization between tasks, 
data- and load-sharing, etc.) may occur. 

In two recent papers [4,5 J we surveyed the va
rious problems and modelled the traffic flow by 
a new class of queuing systems. And we analyzed 
the various models mostly under Markovian assump
tions. 

In this paper we show for the most important 
models how to extend these results also for gene
rally distributed processing times. First, we 
make some general remarks on hierarchically orga
nized computer systems and discuss queuing models 
which capture the particulars of such systems. 
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Secondly, we analyze these models and derive 
characteristic performance values, such as 
throughput, mean response time and distribution 
functions. Finally, we conclude with some remarks 
on ' ongoing research. 

2. HIERARCHICALLY ORGANIZED COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

2.1 General remarks 

Hierarchical structures are transparent since we 
may distinguish clearly between organizational 
and application work': it is possible to concen
trate coordination problems while distributing 
independent user tasks. 

Typical examples are the EGPA-project [2 J , the 
multiprocessor system at the SUNY [3 ] , the Sie
mens-system SMS, MOPPS, X-TREE and others. 

Fig. 1 shows a basic two level hierarchy and a 
typical timing ' diagram: 

Processors G 

1\ 
EJ· · .. ~ 

B 
I I 

A1 

A2 I 
I 

I 
I I 

An t t 

Fig. 1: Structure and timing diagram for a two 
level hierarchy, processor B for organi
zation and coordination, processors Ai 
for application processing (i=1,2, ... ,n). 

- At first the source program is translated, 
loaded and then started by the B-processor. 

- The B-processor then initiates the execution 
of n independent subtasks by the A-processors. 

- Having completed its subtask, each A-processor 
has to inform the B-processor. 

- Postprocessing and preparation of a new loop 
cycle by the B-processor is possible if and 
only if all subtasks are completed (synchroni-
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zation) . 

Queuing models which allow to describe and analy
ze the traffic flow including the above synchro
nization problem are shown in figures 2 to 4. 

2.2 Modeling 

• Monoprogramming 

For reason of simplicity and transparency we 
first assume monoprogramming for both B- and 
A-processors, cf. fig. 2 .. 

- Newly arriving demands (source programs) are 
buffered in the input queue. 

- If the "inner" system is empty the first de
mand waiting in the input queue is processed 
by the B-processor. 

- The B-processor generates n independent sub
demands and distributes them simultaneously 
among all n A-servers (more sophisticated 
transfers, cf. section 4). 

- After completion, each sub-demand is buffered 
in the corresponding synchronization queue 
of the B-server. If all n sub-demands are 
buffered, they are removed simultaneously 
(symbolized by the lying bracket 1-J ) from 
the n parallel synchronization queues and 
processed in one step. 

- After completion there are two possibilities: 
the (complete) demand leaves the system or n 
new sub-demands are generated simultaneously 
and a new loop-cycle is started. 

The corresponding closed queuing model is shown 
in fig. 3. 

syn. 'I Id 'I q. IL=J - ... l=J I 

!
NeW1Y 
arriving 
demands 

l§j Input queue 

I B - server 

I J l ... 
Completed 
demanq 

Fig. 2: Open model for monoprogramming 

I B- server I 

/1 

~ig. 3: Closed model for monoprogramming 
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• Multiprogramming 

If we allow multiprogramming for both B- and 
A-processors several programs may be inter
leaved. In principle, the structure of the 
queuing models is the same as before. However, 
queues may build up in front of the A-proces
sors, too. 

• Mixed multi- and monoprogramming 

Multiprogramming allows to increase system 
throughput. However, for reason of simplicity 
and transparency of the operating system there 
is a trend to introduce monoprogramming again. 
For many applications a mixture of both seems 
to be an efficient solution: multiprogramming 
for the B-processor and monoprogramming for the 
A-processors. Figure 4 shows the corresponding 
(closed) queuing model and is rather self-ex
planatory: 

Be given a number m of independent demands 
(t1 , ... ,t . , ... ,t ) to be served sequentially(!) 
by the B-~erver.mAfter completion each task ti 
(i=1, ... ,m) generates n i independent subtasks 
to be processed by the reserved A-processors 
Ai1 to Ain .· ~ask ti may be started again if 
and only 1 1f all subtasks have been comple
ted by the A-processors. If the B-server is 
busy, complete demands wait in front of the 
server and are served in the order of arrival 
(FIFa) . 

Note, synchronization is only necessary bet
ween sub-demands belonging together, an impor
tant fact for analysis. 

CD 
,1=1" '1=1,. 

B - server 

I 1 I 1 I I 
GJ·· [;J .. ~ 

Fig. 4: Closed queuing model for mixed mode 

Ihfluence of application programs 

Up to now we assumed that each application pro
gram to be processed is of that type shown 1n 
figure 1: a single serial program section is 
followed by several independent subsections 
which may be processed in parallel. If and only 
if these independent subtasks are completed a 
new cycle may start. 

Problems are often of this type: algorithms for 
the solution of linear-algebraic or partial 
differential equation systems, optimization 
procedures, simulations including subruns for 
the purpose of estimating confidence intervals, 
problems of picture processing, etc. etc. 

In analyzing the flow of information we assume 
this type of programs. Other program structures 
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and the corresponding queuing models may be 
found in [4,5]: 

Although we have not investigated yet these 
other models under the new extended conditions, 
analysis seems to be straight forward. 

Multi-level computer systems 

Due ~o inexpensive hardware-components there is 
an increasing interest in building large systems 
with some ten, hundreds or thousands of proces
sors. Then, hierarchically organized computer 
systems with three or more layers of computers 
may be the appropriate structure. 

In modeling the traffic flow it is rather un
wise and probably unsuccessful to describe 
and analyze the complicated flow of information 
by a single global queuing model. 

An efficient and often successfully applied 
technique is the socalled "hierarchical mode
ling technique". For more details and examples, 
cf. also [4,5]. 

3. ANALYSIS 

3.1 General remarks 

As mentioned above, we concentrate on the analy
sis of monoprogramming-models. Recall, however, 
that for the mixed-mode-models synchronization 
is only necessary between sub-demands belonging 
'together. So, if we are able to analyze the 
individual synchronization processes, as shown 
next, the mixed-mode problem can be reduced 
readily to the solution of a single-server system 
with finite population. In addition, multi-level 
models may be analyzed by the hierarchical mo
deling technique [4,5]. 

Traffic assumptions: Arrival processes (open 
model) are assumed to be Poissonian. From a 
didactic point of view only, it is reasonable 
to assume that each application program (demand) 
consists of a constant sequence of c cycles, cf. 
figure 5. The service requirement for each B
period (serial service) may be of general type 
with d.f. F (t). Also,. during the A-period 
(parallel s~rvice), each individual subprocess 

may be arbitrarily distributed with d.f. FAi(t), 
i E {1,2, •.. ,n}. 
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I 
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I 

I 

TC 

, ..... .-----
I 

I 

TAS4 
I 

I 
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I 

Total service time TT 

14- no c 
I 

Fig. 5: Service requirements for a standard 
application program (c.f. text). 
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In analyzing the performance we assume stationa
rity and determine global performance values such 
as 

- system throughput 
- server utilization individually for each server 
- mean numbers of A-servers working simultaneous-

ly 
- mean number of demands :and/or sub-demands wai

ting in front of servers (queue length) 
- mean response time 

Obviously, this is (in general) only possible if 
we investigate at first the microscopic behavior 
and determine 

- mean, variance and d.f. of the A-period (often 
called synchronization time), i.e. the time 
interval between the moment "all parallel sub
processes start" and the event "the last paral
lel subprocess is completed". 

- mean, variance and d.f. of the cycle time, the 
sum Qf the B- and A-period. 
mean, variance and d.f. of the total service 
time requirement for each application program. 

We now start by investigating the microscopic 
behavior. 

3.2 Microscopic behavior and general service times 

In case of generally distributed service inter
vals there are at least three possibilities to 
determine moments and the d.f. of the time inter
vals we are interested in: 

The direct solution, i.e. applying fundamentals 
of probability theory we may derive these values 
directly from the given d.f.s of general type. 

- The phase-type solution, i.e. given d.f.s are 
approximated by phase-type distributions and a 
multidimensional Markov-analysis is made. 

- The piecewise solution, i.e. given d.f.s are 
approximated 'by piecewise exponentials and 
again we take advantage of the special proper
ties of the exponential d.f. 

We survey all three possibilities and discuss 
their advantages and disadvantages by means of 
examples. 

3.2.1 The direct solution 

Be 9iven one demand D, the total service time TT of 
which consists of a sequence of serial and 
parallel executable service requirements as shown 
in figure 5. 

Obviously, the A-period ("synchronization time") 
is determined by the maximum of n service times 
TA" i E {1 ,2, .•• ,n } . Therefore, its d.L FAS (t) 
is1 given by the product of all d.f.s FAi(t): 

F
A5

({) 

n 

-'-I FA~ C.~) 
i,-.f 

Example: Suppose, all service intervals TA' are 
exponentially distributed with uniform ser~ice 
rates ~i = ~ . We then obtain 

~ e,-Et)Yl 
FAS (+) = 11 FAi (t) = (1-

i.s ... 

= t (~) ( -~)'" . e..-.t.e..
t 

l=o 
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with mean and variance 

rl 

E[TA~J -1 L 'I = "£ ~ 
.u.=1 

n 

VAR~ASJ ~ L ,f 

= e.2. .fz.2. • it .. -i 

Since the cycle time T is the sum of the B
period (T ) and the A-~eriod (T s), its d.f. is 
determine~ by the convolution ot these two d.f.s. 

Fe. c.+) = 
Example: Suppose the B-period is constant (TB=tb ) 
and, as before all intervals TA' are exponen-
tially distributed. Then ~ 

Fe. (+) = 

with mean and variance 

= £2. • 
Finally, the d.f. of the total service time is 
determined by the c-fold convolution of the cycle 
time 

with mean and variance 

E [TT] = (:, E ~c-J 
VAR [TT J = c.' VAR.[T c.J 

== c' E[T~5J + c., E f&J 
c ' VA~~AsJ + c.. VAI2[Ta J 

This brief ~urvey already shows that the direct 
solution is, in principle, very powerful. Hoff
mann [ 6,7 ] studied this method in detail. In 
particular, if service intervals are of exponen
tial or of phase type, expli cit results may be 
obtained. In case of arbitrarily distributed 
time intervals, however, the evaluation of pro
ducts and convolutions of d.f.s may cause 
trouble. 

3.2.2 The phase-type solution 

One o£ the most successful concepts in queuing 
t heory is based on the idea to represent arbitra-
rily distributed time intervais by sums of con
volutions o£ exponentially d i stributed random 
variables, the socalled "phases". 

This concept was introduced by Erlang and genera
lized by Jensen and Cox (£or more details, in 
particular for details about the efficient appro
ximation of given d.f.s, cf. [ 8 ] ). Analysis is 
done by multidimensional Markovian technique. 
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Example: Suppose, the d.f. of the B-period can 
be approximated by a hyperexponential d.f. with 
two phases: 

2, 

Ft;(+) = L~j(~-e.-t;fj) 
J='1 

with q1 + q2 = 1. Furthermore, suppose that there 
are two service intervals TA" i E {1,2 } , to be 
started in parallel, the d.Y: of both may be 
approximated by an Erlang-distribution of order k. 

/l-;( 

FA i. l+ ) = .-f - e 2.E. t I (fu::t:) y ~ ~ 
1- 0 

We now apply the standard technique well known 
for Markovian processes [9]. Figure 6 shows the 
state transition diagram from which we usually 
start the analysis. 

,"" Start of the B-period 

I 

I 

~---

End of B-period 
Start of A-period 

---~~ 

&------
End of 
A-period 

Fig. 6: State-transition diagram for the phase
type-solution, example (cf. text). 

Obviously, mean and variance of the B-period are 
determined by the moments of the hyperexponential 
d. f.: 

VAR.~~J 

Bogusiavsky-Gelenbe ~o] and Hoffmann [11 ] investi
gated the state probabilities for the A-period 
from which the moments may be derived readily: 
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Mean and variance of the cycle and total service 
time distribution follow i mmediately by adding 
the corresponding partial results. 

Again, we studied the phase-type method and found 
many interesting results [ 12,4,7 ] . If there are 
more than two parallel subprocesses and phase
type d.f.s of high order, however, a considerable 
amount of evaluation work may be necessary. 

3.2.3 The piecewise solution 

• Approximation technique 

In order to represent generally distributed 
time intervals we can use, as the phase-concept 
does, exponential phases. NOw, however, we de
vide these time intervals in different sections 
("pieces") and approximate the shape of the 
actual d.f. within each "piece" by means of one 
exponential phase. Hence, the d.f. of the piece
wise exponential of r-th order is given by [ 13 ] : 

~ 

1'(T~t) = 1 - ~YP [- I ts~ (E~ 
l·~ 

c ) - E:. ·t J 
c.. ~t-A J+A 

for 
t j j ~ t . ~ t ~j +,. J ::. 0) If) ... ) ~ ) 

o ::. tSo <:. tg-1 ~ .. <t5r< tgl"tA f: ()O 

o ()O (~) 

the moments of which may be determined effi
ciently by a recursive technique [ 14]. 

Note that we include the extreme exponentials 
with zero and infinite service rate! We there
fore include step-functions in our concept and 
are very flexible in approximating d.f.s of 
real measured time intervals. Figure 7a shows 
an example with three exponential pieces and a 
final step to unity. Figures 7b and 7c show 
two more examples demonstrating the flexibility 
of this method. 

to to to 
I J -1 ,;;)~ :J3 
I I 

!1!ll!lll[il illlilill!i!II'[lll[i!lllill!!'lllli'l!iii'111!':',!'!'I'!":I'!::'ll 

Fig. 7a: Approximation of generally distributed 
time intervals by exponential pieces. 

Fig. 7b: 
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Approximation of generally distributed 
time intervals by step functions and 
exponential pieces. 

(Fig. see right column above.) 
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Fig. 7c: Third example for the piecewise 
fitting of generally distributed 
time intervals. . 

• Analys·is 

In order to determine the length of the A-period 
we may follow the same arguments as i n section 
3.2.1 and get directly the d.f.: 

FAS (+) =1'(TAS f.t) = ll~-iFAi.(+) 
For the most important case of identical d.f.s 
FAi(t) we obtain directly 

-
n f - £: pt I (f)(-~l) e. JtA 

• C. j 

p=o 

for 'tgj ~ 

j 

wi+k.. 

t b -t~. 
J +'" 

0, ~) .... ") r 

:.i 
- L t3t(E1 -£t+A ) 

e 1 .. 1 

Interesting moments, such as mean and variance 
can be derived eas i ly: 
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Cycle time and total service time may be ob
tained accordingly. 

Example: Be given a piecewise exponential d.f. 
of first order for each parallel subprocess 
(i E {1,2, ... ,n}): 

{ 1 

Then, the d.f. of the A-phase is given by 

-€4P+ e 
- t9-e(fc-t z)r - E1Pt 

e.. • ~ ) t3 .. ~t~OO 

furthermore 

E[rAS] = I ~ (f") l-~r' {t (~- .;-E,Ptg,)+ t;i E,pl'}< ) 
p"'-{ 

VARlr .... ]= t~,(f)l-lr { 2. ~ [1 - e..-~" ptg-1 (E.cptg-t +A) 1 + 
P"i P EA 

+1... . e.-
c

-ej:>ttj-1(E2rt.O
J
(+-1)1- E[Ts J4 

E: • 

Again, mean and variance of the cycle time and 
the total service time distribution follow im
mediately by adding the corresponding partial 
results. 

Conclusion. 

The advantage of the piecewise solution is two
fold: 

1) It is fairly easy to approximate real measu
red time intervals by means of piecewise ex
ponentials especially if we include step 
functions. 

2) The expressions for d.f.s as well as moments 
are rather elementary and easy to evaluate, 
even if there is a large number of parallel 
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subprocesses. This advantage may vanish to 
some extend if there are many subprocesses 
of different type, say more than ten. Note, 
however, that subprocesses of the same type 
are most important for practical application 
since they guarantee a balanced usage of all 
resources. 

3.3 Global performance values 

• Closed model, fig. 3 

Be given the mean length of the B-period E[TB], 
the d.L F i (t) and its mean E[TA,] for each 
parallel stleprocess) i E {1, 2, ••• , fl}. Then, the 
mean length of the A-period E[TAS ]' the mean 
cycle time E[T ] and the mean toEal service 
time E[TT] mayCbe determined as shown before. 
Obviously, the utilization of the top processor 
is 

Utilization of the A-processors 

Throughput 

-1 
= 

E[TrJ 
Mean number of A-processors working simultane
ously during the A-phase 

n LE [Ai] E[rJ = _\.~of __ 

E [TI\SJ 

• Open model, fig. 2 

External arrivals are .assumed to be iPoissonian 
with arrival rate A. Mean, variance and d.f. of 
the total service time for each demand can be 
determined according to section 3.2. Therefore, 
the analysis of global performance characte
ristics is possible just by using well known 
results from M/6/1-analysis [9]. 

Mean number of demands, waiting in the input 
queue 

Mean response time 
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Utilization of the top processor 

= ~-

Utilization of the A-processors 

Mean number of A-processors working simultane
ously (during the ~-phase) : 

= 

Mean number of A-processors working simultane
ously (in total): 

4. SUMMARY 

The intention of this paper is to demonstrate 
that there are various possibilities to model and 
to analyze the traffic flow in hierarchically 
organized -multiprocessor computer systems. 

Modeling general distribution functions (d.f.s) 
by the method of phases is a well known and very 
successful technique. For systems with parallel 
subprocesses, however, the piecewise solution is 
an alternative which may help to reduce the com
plexity of the modeling and evaluation technique. 

We presented solution techniques which allow to 
analyze hierarchically organized computer systems 
with two levels of processing and monoprogramming. 
Recall, however, that these fundamental results 
allow to model and to analyze also multi-level 
hierarchies and mixed multi- and monoprogramming 
operating mode. 

There are still many interesting problems. E.g., 
we have to automatize our interactive ' program for 
fitting measured data by means of piecewise ex
ponentials and step functions. Other important 
problems, we are working at, are refinements of 
our queuing models: We may include transfer times 
for code and data, signalling overhead, priori- ' 
ties, etc. etc. And we have to search for solu
tion techniques which may be particularily advan
tageous for our specific problems. 
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